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Abstract

The spectacular growth in wireless services imposes scarcity in term of the available ra-
dio spectrum. A solution to overcome this scarcity is to adopt what so called cognitive
radio based on dynamic spectrum access. With dynamic spectrum access, secondary (unli-
censed) users can access spectrum owned by primary (licensed) users when it is temporally
and/or geographically unused. This unused spectrum is termed as spectrum opportunity.
Finding these spectrum opportunities related aspects are studied in this thesis where two
approaches of finding spectrum opportunities, namely spectrum sensing and geo-locations
databases are considered.

In spectrum sensing arena, two topics are covered, blind spectrum sensing and sens-
ing time and periodic sensing interval optimization. For blind spectrum sensing, a spec-
trum scanner based on maximum minimum eigenvalues detectorand frequency domain
rectangular filtering is developed. The measurements show that the proposed scanner out-
performs the energy detector scanner in terms of the probability of detection. Continuing
in blind spectrum sensing, a novel blind spectrum sensing technique based on discrimi-
nant analysis called spectrum discriminator has been developed in this thesis. Spectrum
discriminator has been further developed to peel off multiple primary users with different
transmission power from a wideband sensed spectrum. The spectrum discriminator per-
formance is measured and compared with the maximum minimum eigenvalues detector in
terms of the probability of false alarm, the probability of detection and the sensing time.

For sensing time and periodic sensing interval optimization, a new approach that aims
at maximizing the probability of right detection, the transmission efficiency and the cap-
tured opportunities is proposed and simulated. The proposed approach optimizes the sens-
ing time and the periodic sensing interval iteratively. Additionally, the periodic sensing
intervals for multiple channels are optimized to achieve aslow sensing overhead and un-
explored opportunities as possible for a multi channels system.

The thesis considers radar bands and TV broadcasting bands to adopt geo-locations
databases for spectrum opportunities. For radar bands, thepossibility of spectrum sharing
with secondary users in L, S and C bands is investigated. The simulation results show that
band sharing is possible with more spectrum opportunities offered by C band than S and
L band which comes as the least one. For the TV broadcasting bands, the thesis treats
the power assignment for secondary users operate in Gävle area, Sweden. Furthermore,
the interference that the TV transmitter would cause to the secondary users is measured in
different locations in the same area.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A very rapid growth in wireless services has been witnessed recently and consequently
demands on spectral resources are increasing in the same way. However, several studies,
initiated by the US regulator Federal Communications Commission (FCC), have shown
that the frequency spectrum is underutilized and inefficiently exploited, some bands are
highly crowded, at some day hours or in dense urban areas, while others remain poorly
used. This paradox led the regulators worldwide to recognize that the traditional way of
managing the electromagnetic spectrum, called Fixed Spectrum Access (FSA), in which
the licensing method of assigning fixed portions of spectrum, for very long periods, is
inefficient [1–3].

Among the efforts taken, by regulators worldwide, in order to achieve better usage
of spectrum is the introduction (promotion) of secondary markets. In a secondary us-
age context, the spectrum owned by the licensed owner (also called Primary User (PU))
can be shared by a non-licensee referred to as a Secondary User (SU) under a framework
called Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) . Besides the promotion for secondary markets,
we are currently experiencing rapid evolutions of SoftwareDefined Radio (SDR) tech-
niques. Such techniques allow reconfigurable wireless transceivers to change their trans-
mission/reception parameters, such as the operating frequency that can be modified over a
very wide band, according to the network or users’ demands. The efforts taken by regula-
tors in order to make better usage of spectrum, in particularthe promotion for secondary
market, together with the rapid evolution of the SDR techniques, have led to the develop-
ment of Cognitive Radio (CR) systems. The term Cognitive Radio was firstly introduced
by Mitola in 1999 and he defined it as”The point in which wireless personal digital as-
sistants (PDAs) and the related networks are sufficiently computationally intelligent about
radio resources and related computer-to-computer communications to detect user commu-
nications needs as a function of use context, and to provide radio resources and wireless
services most appropriate to those needs”[4]. Generally, CR refers to a radio device that
has the ability to sense its Radio Frequency (RF) environment and modify its spectrum us-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

age based on what it detects. In CR environments the PUs are allocated licensed frequency
bands while SUs can be dynamically allocated the empty frequencies within the licensed
frequency band, according to their requested quality of service (QoS) specifications.

To make it omnipresent, regulators and standardization bodies have been putting poli-
cies and standards concerning CR and coexistence of SUs withPUs. Among the leading
regulation bodies in CR arena is the FCC. Lately, 1n 2010, theFCC released a report that
allows operation of SUs in the TV white spaces (TVWS) [5]. In the UK, the Office of
communication (Ofcom) has followed the FCC and opened up thefirst TVWS for sec-
ondary operation in Europe [6]. In Europe, the Electronic Communication Committee
(ECC) formed the Spectrum Engineering group (SE43) which isresponsible for regulating
the license exempt access to the licensed bands [7].

Similar to regulators, industry partners have been publishing standards for secondary
access to the primary users bands. Being the leader in wireless industry regulation, IEEE
has released many standards concerning secondary operation, among those, the 2011 re-
leased standard by the working group 802.22 [8]. This standard regulates the deployment
of Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) in TVWS. More IEEE standards for sec-
ondary operation have been either released or being workingon such as IEEE 1900 group
of standards which is responsible for standardizing the newtechnologies for next gen-
eration radio and advanced spectrum management [9]. A detailed survey on the IEEE
standards in CR and previously in coexistence issues is found in [10].

Spectrum Sharing Models

For a SU to share the spectrum with a PU, the PU should be protected from unaccepted or
harmful interference, for that, there are two spectrum sharing models, spectrum underlay
and spectrum overlay. Spectrum underlay is the spectrum sharing approach when the SU
signal exists with the PU signal but hides under a specific interference limit. This defini-
tion of underlay spectrum sharing implies that the SU transmission power is very restricted.
Most noticeably, Ultra Wide Band (UWB) systems are underlayspectrum sharing systems
where the UWB signal is spread over a very wide portion of spectrum with a very low
transmission power. Hence, UWB systems are short range highdata rates systems [11].
This wide spectrum usually covers bands that are occupied bymany PUs. Overlay spec-
trum sharing which is also called interweave spectrum sharing and opportunistic spectrum
access was firstly termed as spectrum pooling by Mitola [4,11]. Overlay spectrum sharing
is the spectrum access model where the spectrum is accessible by the SUs as long as it is
free of use by its PU. This free of use spectrum is called spectrum hole or spectrum oppor-
tunity. Spectrum hole is defied in [12] as”a band of frequencies assigned to a primary user,
but, at a particular time and specific geographic location, the band is not being utilized
by that user”. This definition impose a multi dimensional spectrum awareness [13] since
a spectrum hole is a function of frequency, time and geo-location. Moreover, since noise
is present over the entire radio spectrum, ’an empty’ frequency bin does not exist. Hence,
it is important to be able to distinguish a band occupied by a PU signal from a spectrum
hole that contains a ’noise only’ signal. Figure 1.1 depictsthe concept of spectrum hole.
Overlay spectrum sharing is allowed under the constrain of keeping the interference to the
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PU under a certain limit [11]. Overlay spectrum sharing is the model considered in this
thesis.

1.2 Problem Formulation

In spite of being a promising solution for the spectrum scarcity, CR imposes a lot of chal-
lenges as a new wireless communication paradigm. Among those challenges is how to
fined the spectrum opportunities. According to the literature, one of three approaches can
be used to find the spectrum opportunities [14]. Those three approaches are: spectrum
sensing, geo-locations databases and beacon signals.

With spectrum sensing, SUs monitors the spectrum and find thespectrum holes using
spectrum sensing techniques, [13, 15]. There are many of those techniques with different
complexity and reliability extent, following is a brief overview of the most common ones.

• Energy detection: The detector at first filters out the signal to eliminate it into a
specific frequency band. Secondly, the resultant output samples from the filter are
squared and summed up which is basically calculating the signal energy. Finally, the
detector compares the obtained signal energy with the noisefloor level and declare
PU existence if this energy exceeds the noise floor level. Energy detection is the
simplest method of detection, however, the priori knowledge about noise energy
level is necessary and its uncertainty degrades the detector performance [16]. In
Chapter 3 the sensing time and periodic sensing interval aremutually optimized for
energy detector. Due to that it is simple and straight forward, energy detection is
generally taken as a reference technique to compare the other techniques with.

• Feature detection: These types of detectors exploit certain PU signal properties such
as pilots or cyclostationary features to perform the detection. However, this type of
detection requires a very accurate synchronization which is difficult to maintain in
low signal-to noise ratio (SNR) values [17].
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• Matched filtering detection: With this technique of detection, the received signal
is matched filtered with the PU signal and accordingly the existence or absence of
the PU can be determined. The matched filtering detection relies on the assump-
tion of having Gaussian noise where the matched filtering is the optimal detection
technique [18]. However, with matched filtering detection,the SU needs to be fully
synchronized with the PU which is not doable in most cases especially with low
SNRs.

• Eigenvalues based detection: The ratio between the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix of the received signal could be used to detect an existence of a signal [19].
This type of detection is called blind detection or blind spectrum sensing. This blind
spectrum sensing is needed when there is no knowledge about the noise floor or PU
signal characteristics which is mostly the case.

In geo-locations database approach, spectrum opportunities are reported in an accessi-
ble database by SUs. Geo-locations database approach for obtaining spectrum holes can be
used in terrestrial TV broadcasting spectrum (i.e. TVWS) asshown in Figure 1.2 [20,21].

Figure 1.2: Geo-location database approach for obtaining spectrum opportunities in
TVWS.

To determine the spectrum opportunities using the beacon signals method, the SU de-
tects PUs signatures through receiving a beacon signal fromthose PUs [22]. Beacon sig-
nals based spectrum holes approach attracts less attentionsince it costs burden on PUs and
requires more resources in terms of standardized channel.

The thesis will consider spectrum sensing and geo-locations database approaches and
will address the following points: At first, how can the SU senses the spectrum blindly
without any priori knowledge about the PU and the environment and how can many PUs
be peeled off from the sensed spectrum. Secondly, what is theoptimum time to be spent on
sensing which grantee as high sensing quality as possible. In addition to, how frequent the
channel should be sensed in order to achieve as high opportunities utilization as possible.
Moreover, what is the optimum periodic sensing intervals for a multi channels radio system
that would increase the overall system performance. Finally, for geo-locations database
based spectrum holes, which bands can adopt this and what is the protection criteria of the
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PU and accordingly what is the restriction for the SUs operating in those band to keep the
PUs protected.

1.3 Thesis Contribution Overview

As stated in Section 1.2, the objective of this thesis is to investigate two approaches of
obtaining the spectrum opportunities: spectrum sensing and geolocations database; in that
context the contribution of the thesis is presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The thesis is
based on six published papers and one uncompleted working paper. Below, the thesis
contribution is highlighted.

Blind Spectrum Sensing

Chapter 2 includes the thesis contribution in the area of blind spectrum sensing and it is
divided into two parts:

Spectrum Scanning Using Maximum Minimum Eigenvalues Detection (MMEVD)

Eigenvalues based spectrum sensing techniques basically test the flatness of the sensed
spectrum under the assumption of having a white Gaussian noise. For spectrum scanning,
when filtering is a fundamental process, a white noise turns out to be coloured noise and
hence ruins the reliability of the eigenvalues based spectrum detector. In Chapter 2, Section
1 a novel solution of spectrum scanning with MMEVD relaying on rectangular filtering in
frequency domain is proposed and assessed. The contents of Chapter 2, Section 1 have
been published in the following paper:

Paper 1: M. Hamid and N. Björsell , "Maximum minimum eigenvalues based spec-
trum scanner for cognitive radios,"IEEE International Instrumentation and Measurement
Technology Conference (I2MTC), pp.2248-2251, Graz, Austria, May, 13-16, 2012.

In this paper we introduce a technique for spectrum scanningwith the maximum mini-
mum eigenvalue detection based spectrum sensing. The fundamental problem we address
in this paper is the inability of using maximum minimum eigenvalue detection with fil-
tering in time domain where the white noise becomes coloured. The solution we propose
here is based on frequency domain rectangular filtering. By frequency domain rectangu-
lar filtering we take the spectral lines inside each sub-bandand throw out the rest. After
doing the frequency domain rectangular filtering, we generate the corresponding time do-
main signal and inject it to the maximum minimum eigenvalue detector. An experimental
verification has been performed and the obtained results show that the technique is imple-
mentable with a performance better than the energy detectoras a reference technique in
terms of the probability of detection when both techniques have the same probability of
false alarm.

The author of this thesis was the main contributor of this paper who formulated the
problem, set up and performed the measurements and analysedthe results. The results
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were presented according to the insights given by Niclas Björsell. Moreover, the author of
this thesis wrote the manuscript which is reviewed and refined by Niclas Björsell.

Discriminant Analysis Based Blind Spectrum Sensing

In Chapter 2, Section 2, a new blind spectrum sensing technique called spectrum discrim-
inator has been developed which is the most significant contribution of this thesis. The
spectrum discriminator is based on discriminant analysis of the frequency components in
a sensed spectrum proposed in [23]. The performance of the spectrum discriminator is
compared with the one of MMEVD in terms of the probability of false alarm and the prob-
ability of detection. In addition to, an iterative peeling off method of the PUs in a wide-
band spectrum is proposed and presented. The peeling off technique is based on spectrum
discriminator. The research work regarding discriminant analysis based blind spectrum
sensing is presented in the following two papers:

Paper 2: M. Hamid, K. Barbé, N. Björsell and W. Van Moer, "Spectrum sensing
through spectrum discriminator and maximum minimum eigenvalue detector: A compara-
tive study,"IEEE International Instrumentation and Measurement Technology Conference
(I2MTC), pp.2252-2256, Graz, Austria, May,13-16, 2012.

In this paper we present a new spectrum sensing technique forcognitive radios based
on discriminant analysis called spectrum discriminator and compare it with the maximum
minimum eigenvalue detector. The common feature between those two techniques is that
neither prior knowledge about the system noise level nor theprimary user signal, that might
occupy the band under sensing, is required. Instead the system noise level will be derived
from the received signal. The main difference between both techniques is that the spectrum
discriminator is a non-parametric technique while the maximum minimum eigenvalue de-
tector is a parametric technique. The comparative study between both techniques has been
done based on two performance metrics: the probability of false alarm and the probability
of detection. For the spectrum discriminator an accuracy factor called noise uncertainty is
defined as the level over which the noise energy may vary. Simulations are performed for
different values of noise uncertainty for the spectrum discriminator and different values for
the number of received samples and smoothing factor for the maximum minimum eigen-
value detector.

Paper 3: M. Hamid, N. Björsell , W. Van Moer, K. Barbé and B. Slimane, "Blind
Spectrum Sensing for Cognitive Radios Using Discriminant Analysis: A Novel Approach,"
submitted toIEEE Transaction on Instrumentation and Measurements.

This paper is an extension ofpaper 2 where we present a new spectrum sensing tech-
nique for cognitive radios based on discriminant analysis called spectrum discriminator.
The presented technique uses the knowledge of the noise uncertainty and a probabilis-
tic validation to overcome the limitations of the discriminant analysis. A comparative
study between the proposed technique and the maximum-minimum eigenvalue detection
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has been performed based on two performance metrics: the probability of false alarm and
the probability of detection. The spectrum discriminator has been further developed to a
peel-off technique where all primary users can be detected.The performance of the spec-
trum discriminator and the peel-off technique has been tested on simulations and experi-
mentally verified. The comparative study is based on simulations as well as measurements.

The idea of using discriminant analysis for blind spectrum sensing was initiated by
Wendy Van Moer and Kurt Barbé. The author of this thesis was the leading contributor in
these two papers who built up the system model, performed thesimulations and the mea-
surements, analysed the results jointly with the other co-authors and wrote the manuscript.
The other co-authors took part in refining the manuscript andpointing the focus and direc-
tions of the paper.

Sensing Time and Periodic Sensing Interval Optimization for Energy
Detector

The spectrum detector performance is evaluated via some performance metrics, among
them: the probability of false alarm, the probability of detection, the transmission effi-
ciency and the captured (or missed) opportunities (will be defined in Section3.3). For
setting the energy detector sensing time, the current strategy is to set a fixed value of one
of either the probability of false alarm or the probability of detection and calculate the re-
quired sensing time. Calculating the periodic sensing interval follows the same strategy as
the one for sensing time since one of the two metrics, transmission efficiency or captured
opportunities is set and the periodic sensing interval is obtained accordingly. However,
according to the best of our knowledge, it hasn’t been investigated yet if is it doable to
obtain the optimum sensing time and periodic sensing interval that would give as best per-
formance as possible for the detector taking into account all the mentioned performance
metrics. In Chapter 3, a new approach to optimize both the sensing time and the periodic
sensing interval aiming at reaching the best performance isexplored. Moreover, new per-
formance metrics have been proposed to evaluate the detector performance. Furthermore,
the periodic sensing interval when proactive sensing is adopted is optimized for multi chan-
nels systems aiming at maximizing the spectrum utilizationfor the whole sharing system.
The findings from chapter 3 are published inPaper 4and part ofPaper 5which are briefly
described below:

Paper 4: M. Hamid and N. Björsell, "A novel approach for energy detector sens-
ing time and periodic sensing interval optimization in cognitive radios,"Proceedings of
the 4th International Conference on Cognitive Radio and Advanced Spectrum Manage-
ment(CogART 11), pp.1-7, Barcelona, Spain, October, 26-29, 2011.

In this paper a new approach of optimizing the sensing time and periodic sensing inter-
val for energy detectors has been explored. This new approach is built upon maximizing
the probability of right detection, captured opportunities and transmission efficiency. The
probability of right detection is defined as the probabilityof having no false alarm and cor-
rect detection. Optimization of the sensing time relies on maximizing the summation of the
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probability of right detection and the transmission efficiency while optimization of periodic
sensing interval subjects to maximizing the summation of transmission efficiency and the
captured opportunities. The optimum sensing time and periodic sensing interval are depen-
dent on each other, hence, iterative approach to optimize them is applied and convergence
criterion is defined. The simulations show that both converged sensing time and periodic
sensing interval increase with the increase of the channel utilization factor. Moreover, the
probability of right detection, the transmission efficiency and the captured opportunities
have been taken as the detector performance metrics and evaluated for different values of
channel utilization factor and signal-to-noise ratio.

The system model and the proposed optimization approach were developed by the au-
thor of this thesis with the insights from Niclas Björsell. Simulations are also done by the
author of this thesis. The manuscript is basically written by the author of this thesis and
improved by Niclas Björsell.

Paper 5: M. Hamid, A. Mohammed and Z. Yang; , "On Spectrum Sharing and Dy-
namic Spectrum Allocation: MAC Layer Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Radio Networks,"
IEEE International Conference on Communications and Mobile Computing (CMC), vol.2,
no., pp.183-187, Schengen, China, April, 12-14, 2010.

In this paper we investigate the MAC layer sensing schemes incognitive radio net-
works, where both reactive and proactive sensing are considered. In proactive sensing the
adapted and non-adapted sensing periods schemes are also assessed. The assessment of
these sensing schemes has been held via two performance metrics: available spectrum uti-
lization and idle channel search delay. Simulation resultsshow that with proactive sensing
adapted periods we achieve the best performance but with an observable overhead compu-
tational tasks to be done by the network nodes.

Abbas Mohammed introduced the problem addressed in this paper to the author of this
thesis and directed the work. The author of this thesis foundthe mathematical formulation
of the system model, carried out the simulations and wrote the manuscript. Zhe Yang
participated in presenting the paper findings.

Geo-locations Spectrum Opportunities Database

In Chapter 4 the geolocations database based spectrum opportunities are investigated for
two PUs: Radars systems and terrestrial TV broadcasting.

Spectrum Opportunities in Radar Bands

The possibility of spectrum sharing with the radars operating in L, S and C bands is inves-
tigated and the minimum separation distance between the radar and the SU is calculated in
each case. The minimum separation distance is calculated concerning protecting the radar
from a harmful interference injected by SU operation. The following paper includes the
contribution in finding the spectrum opportunities in radarbands
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Paper 6: M. Hamid and N. Björsell, "Geo-location Spectrum Opportunities Database
in Radar Bands for OFDM Based Cognitive Radios,"IEEE First Global Conference on
Communication, Science. Information and Engineering (CCSIE), London, UK, July, 24-
26, 2011

In this paper a model to investigate the spectrum opportunities for cognitive radio net-
works in three radar frequency bands L, S and C at a specific location is introduced. The
Secondary System we assume is an OFDM based system. The followed strategy is built
upon defining a specific co or adjacent channel as a spectrum opportunity if -and only if-
the interference generated by the secondary system occupying that channel into the radar
system is less than the permissible interference defined by the value of Interference to
Noise ratio and the radar receiver inherited noise level. The simulation results show that
for the same transmission parameters C band offer more spectrum opportunities than S
band which is itself offers more spectrum opportunities than L band.

The idea of investigating the radars tolerance to the secondary interference was orig-
inated from Niclas Björsell. The author of this thesis investigated the state of art of the
work, performed the simulations and analysed the outcomes.Moreover, the author of this
thesis was the main contributor in writing the manuscript.

Power Assignment for SUs in TVWS

In the case of the TVWS the power assignment of SUs is investigated and the impact of
intermodulation products and spectrum leakage from the TV transmitter into the free chan-
nels is tested through measurement in Gävle surroundings, Gävle, Sweden. Preliminary
results on an ongoing work are presented in Chapter 4, Section 2 and presented at2012
Swedish Communication Technologies Workshop (Swe-CTW 2012), Lund, Sweden, Octo-
ber 2012 as a poster presentation under the title "Power Assignment for Secondary Users
Operating in TVWS Geo-locations Database Based Cognitive Radios" (i.e. first item in the
related materials not included in the thesis list).

1.4 Related Materials not Included in the Thesis

The following publications or presentations are not appended in the thesis due to either
overlapping with the appended materials or sake of coherency, yet, they are in the same
area of study covered by the thesis.

(a) M. Hamid and N. Björsell, "Power Assignment for Secondary Users Operating in
TVWS Geo-locations Database Based Cognitive Radios", poster presentation at2012
Swedish Communication Technologies Workshop (Swe-CTW 2012), Lund, Sweden,
October, 24-26, 2012.

(b) W. Van Moer, N. Bjorsell,M. Hamid , K. Barbe and C. Nader , "Saving lives by inte-
grating cognitive radios into ambulances, "IEEE International Symposium on Medical
Measurements and Applications Proceedings (MeMeA), vol., no., pp.1-4, Budapest,
Hungary, 18-19 May 2012.
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(c) M. Hamid and N. Björsell, "Maximum Minimum Eigen Values Based Spectrum Scan-
ner in GNU Radio", presented atRadio Frequency Measurement Technology Confer-
ence (RFMTC 11), Gävle, Sweden, October 4-5, 2011.

(d) M.Hamid , A. Mohammed, "MAC Layer Sensing Schemes in Cognitive RadioNet-
works", poster presentation atthird International Conference on Experiments/ Pro-
cess/ System Modelling/ Simulation/ Optimization (IC-EpsMsO 09), Athens, Greece,
July, 2009.

(e) N. Björsell,M. Hamid , J. Kerttula, E. Obregon, M.I. Rahman, "Initial report on the
tolerance of legacy systems to transmissions of secon-daryusers based on legacy spec-
ifications",QUASAR Deliverable D3.1, June, 2010.

(f) M. Hamid , J. Kerttula, K. Koufos, M. I. Rahman, L.K. Rasmussen, K. Ruttik, N.
Schrammar, E. Stathakis, C. Wang, "Refined models for primary system performance
as a function of secondary interference",QUASAR Deliverable D 3.2, December, 2010.

(g) V. Atanasovski , N. Björsell, J. W. Van Bloem, D. Denkovski, L. Gavrilovska,M.
Hamid, R. Jäntti, S. Kawade, J. Kerttula, M. Nupponen, M. Zahariev, "Laboratory test
report",QUASAR Deliverable D2.5, MArch, 2012.

(h) A. Achtzehn, T. Alemu, V. Atanasovski, N. Björsell, T. Dudda, L. Gavrilovska,M.
Hamid, T. Irnich, R. Jäntti, J. Karlsson, J. Kerttula, K. Koufos, J. Kronander, P.
Latkoski, R. Malekafzaliardakani, G. Martinez, E. Obregon, A. Palaios, N. Perpinias,
M. Petrova, M. Prytz , K. Ruttik, L. Simic , K. W. Sung, "Final Report on Models with
Validation Results",QUASAR Deliverable D 5.4, June, 2012.

(i) M. Hamid and A. Mohammed," MAC Layer Spectrum Sensing in COgnitive Radio
Networks", Book Chapter in Book "Self-Organization and Green Applications in Cog-
nitive Radio Networks", IGI Global, January 2013.

(j) M. Hamid , N. Björsell and A. Mohammed," Iterative Optimization of Energy Detec-
tor Sensing Time and Periodic Sensing Interval in CognitiveRadio Networks", Book
Chapter in Book "Self-Organization and Green Applications in Cognitive Radio Net-
works", IGI Global, January 2013.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The thesis is composed of two parts. The first part introducesthe theoretical aspects and the
findings of the thesis. This part is divided into three chapters, chapter 2, 3, and 4. Chapter
2 handles the blind spectrum sensing. In Chapter 3 the optimization of sensing time and
periodic sensing intervals is covered. Chapter 4 covers thegeo-locations databases based
spectrum opportunities in radar and terrestrial TV broadcasting bands. Finally, chapter 5
concludes the thesis. The second part presents a verbatim version of the included papers.



Chapter 2

Blind Spectrum Sensing

2.1 Background

Spectrum sensing is basically the process of testing whether a PU signal exists or not.
When this process is done without any information about neither the PU signal character-
istics nor the noise background, it is then called blind spectrum sensing. This chapter treats
two topics in blind spectrum sensing area, namely, spectrumscanning with MMEVD and
discriminant analysis based blind spectrum sensing. Belowis a general background about
blind spectrum sensing and the chapter contents overview.

The received signal by a SU can be noise only signal or a mixture of PU signal and
noise. In that context, if the received signal isx(t), the noise floor isn(t) and the PU
signal isg(t), the following two hypotheses can be written

x(t) =

{

n(t) H0

n(t) + g(t) H1,
(2.1)

where the null hypothesisH0 corresponds to ’noise only existence’ and the positive hy-
pothesisH1 corresponds to ’PU signal existence’. To test eitherH0 or H1, or in other
words, to perform spectrum sensing many techniques have been proposed. In Chapter 1
some of those techniques have been introduced. Besides, an extensive survey on the pro-
posed spectrum sensing techniques has been reported in [13]and [15]. Table 2.1 shows
some of those proposed spectrum sensing techniques requirements.

From Table 2.1, it can be observed that each presented sensing technique requires a
priori knowledge either about the noise floor level or the PU signal pattern. However,
this knowledge may not be available in most cases. Consequently, a sensing technique
for which no information about neither the noise energy nor the PU signal are available is
needed. Such a technique is called a blind detection technique [19,28].

11
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Table 2.1: Some proposed spectrum sensing techniques and their requirements

Sensing technique Requirements

Energy detection sensing (ED) Noise floor level [24]

Waveform sensing PU signal pattern in terms of preambles,
pilot patterns, spreading sequences,etc
[25]

Cyclostationarity feature detection sens-
ing

Cyclic frequencies of the PU signal [26]

Matched filtering sensing Perfect knowledge about PU signalfea-
tures such as modulation scheme, pulse
shaping and bandwidth [27]

2.2 Literature Review

The need for sensing the spectrum blindly is being widely realized in the cognitive ra-
dio society. In [29] the authors proposed a blind spectrum sensing technique relies on
the goodness of fit to thet-distribution when the noise is uncertain. In [30] independent
Components analysis (ICA) is used to blindly perform the spectrum sensing. In [31] infor-
mation theocratic criteria is proposed for blind spectrum sensing by means of estimating
the source signals in a received signal. In [32] a blind spectrum sensing technique based
on high order statistics is developed. Using of high order statistics makes use of the fact
that for a white Gaussian noise the third and higher moments are zeros.

Eigenvalues based spectrum sensing techniques have been proposed in [19] as blind
sensing techniques. Those techniques basically test the flatness of the sensed spectrum
under the assumption of having a white Gaussian noise. For spectrum scanning when
filtering is a fundamental process, a white noise turns out tobe coloured one and hence
ruins the reliability of the eigenvalue spectrum detector.In this chapter a novel solution of
spectrum scanning with MMEVD relaying on rectangular filtering in frequency domain is
proposed and assessed. Moreover, a new blind spectrum sensing technique called spectrum
discriminator has been developed in this thesis. The spectrum discriminator is based on
discriminant analysis of the frequency components in a measured power spectra proposed
in [23]. In addition to, an iterative peeling off method of the PUs in a wideband spectrum
is proposed and presented. The peeling off technique is based on spectrum discriminator.

2.3 Maximum Minimum Eigenvalues Detection

Maximum-Minimum Eigenvalues Detector (MMEVD) is a blind spectrum sensing tech-
nique developed in [19]. MMEVD is based on the assumption of having a zero mean white
Gaussian noise components in a received signal, consequently, the variance of that noise
is equal to the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of that received signal. This
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concept is the base of Pisarenko and Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) frequency es-
timation methods [33]. Based on that fact, the noise power (i.e. the noise variance) can be
determined from the received signal without any prior knowledge about it. Extracting the
noise variance from the received signal is the main idea behind MMEVD. The MMEVD
performs the detection based on the ratio between the maximum and the minimum eigen-
values of the covariance matrix of the received signal and follows the steps below:

1. The covariance matrix of the received signal is computed as:

Rx(Ns) =
1

Ns

L−2+Ns
∑

n=L−1

X(n)XH(n), (2.2)

whereRx(Ns) is a covariance matrix of a received signalX(n) containingNs
samples. The number of columns ofRx(Ns) is defined by the ’smoothing factor’L
which is the number of the consecutive values in the covariance matrix to be taken.
X

H(n) is the Hermitian ofX(n).

2. The maximum eigenvalueλmax of Rx(Ns) and the minimum eigenvalueλmin are
obtained.λmin is basically the noise variance.

3. The ratio(λmax/λmin) is compared with a thresholdΛ computed as

Λ =

(√
Ns +

√
ML√

Ns −
√

ML

)2(

1 +
(
√

Ns +
√

ML)−2/3

(NsML)1/6
F −1

1 (1 − pfa)

)

, (2.3)

whereM is the number of the receivers andF1 is the Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) of a Tracy-Widom distribution of order1 as the maximum eigenvalue of
the covariance matrix of the signal is found to have a Tracy-Widom distribution of
order1 [19]. According to the value of(λmax/λmin) the detector would make its
decision as:

x(t) →
{

(λmax/λmin) ≤ Λ H0

Otherwise H1.
(2.4)

Spectrum Scanning with Rectangular Filtering and MMEVD

The immediate thinking when it comes to spectrum scanning isto do filtering for each
sub-band and do the detection for the filtered signal. Never the less, with filtering the
’white noise only signals’ will be coloured noise and they will lose their following prop-
erty (λmax/λmin < Λ), accordingly, noise only signal will always be detected as PU
signals. The rest of this subsection explains more this problem.
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Assume that a noise only signal,n(t), is input to a filter having a transfer function
h(t), then the output of that filter isy(t) = h(t) ∗ n(t). In the frequency domainY(f) =
H(f) · N(f), wherey(t) is the time domain output signal,Y(f) is the frequency domain
output signal,H(f) is the filter frequency domain transfer function andN(f) is the noise
in the frequency domain. With normal filtering the signal in the pass band is allowed to
pass and the out of band components are suppressed, however,suppressing the out of band
components means that they will still be weakly present. Accordingly the MMEVD will
assume them as the noise floor (i.eλmin) and the rest is the PU signal components as
depicted in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1, the noise (blue) is injected to a filter (red) and the
resultant output is a coloured noise (black). To overcome this limitation a filter which
passes the in-band components and totally block the out of band ones is needed. Hence,
we need a filter with a transfer function as

H(f) =

{

1 f1 ≤ f ≤ f2

0 Otherwise,
(2.5)

wheref1 andf2 are the lower and upper frequency of the band under sensing. According
to the best of our knowledge, if the filtering is done in time domain, then it is not possible
to have a filter with a transfer function as in (2.5) unless with an infinite length digital filter
which is impossible.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the impact of filtering white Gaussian noise on the spectrum
shape of the received signal.

In order to get a filter response as in (2.5), frequency domainrectangular filtering can be
performed. With frequency domain rectangular filtering, the spectral lines inside a specific
sub-band are picked up and the rest are thrown away. The next step is to generate the time
domain signal from those spectral lines and apply MMEVD for this time domain signal.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept of rectangular filteringfor sub-band spectrum sensing
with MMEVD.

Performance Metrics

The performance of the proposed MMEVD based spectrum scanner is quantitatively eval-
uated based on two statistical performance metrics as follows:

1. The probability of false alarm,pfa, which is defined as the probability of claiming an
existence of a PU signal while ’noise only’ is received [34, 35], so probabilistically
it can be written asP r(H1|H0).
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Generate corresponding time domain signals and do MMEVD for each

Figure 2.2: Illustration of sub band spectrum scanning withfrequency domain rectangular
filtering. The spectrum of the whole band (black) is divided into three parts (blue, pink and
red) each one represents one sub-band.

2. The probability of detection,pd, which is the probability of correct detection of a
PU signal existence [34,35].pd can be written asP r(H1|H1).

Both of the probability of false alarm and the probability ofdetection will be used for
performance assessment and comparative studies covered inthe rest of this chapter.

Measurements

To evaluate the performance of the proposed scanner, it has been compared to an ED based
spectrum scanner. The performance metric considered for this comparison is the proba-
bility of detection, the basic measurement setup shown in Figure 2.3 is used. The signal
is generated in the PC and loaded to the R&S SMU200A vector signal generator which
acts as the PU signal plus/or noise source. The vector signalgenerator directs the signal
to the R&S FSQ26 vector signal analyser which represents theSU receiver. The captured
signal by the vector signal analyser is recorded in the PC andthen applied for ED and the
proposed scanner.

A full bandwidth of5 MHz is considered and four channels of1.25 MHz each repre-
sents the sub-bands to be sensed. Inside each sub-band a signal of a width of1 MHz could
be found and the rest0.25 MHz is reserved and evenly divided as guard bands in both sides.
Two experiments have been performed: When all the channels are occupied and when two
of them are free. In each of the two experiments the SNR of the generated signal has been
changed from−10 dB up to0 dB with a step of1 dB. A probability of false alarm of0.1
is considered. The considered number of collected samples,Ns, is 10000 samples and the
smoothing factor,L is taken to be8 to satisfy the requirements in [19].

As Figure 2.4 shows, the proposed spectrum scanner based on MMEVD and rectan-
gular filtering outperforms the ED scanner concerning the probability of detection for all
investigated SNRs, especially for the lower ones. The obtained results show that spectrum
scanning using MMEVD is possible with rectangular filtering. Moreover, the advantage of
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Figure 2.3: Measurement setup for measuring the probability of false alarm and the prob-
ability of detection.
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Figure 2.4: Probability of detection for the MMEVD proposedscanner and the energy
detector scanner for different values of SNR.

MMEVD over ED shown in [19] is still valid when it comes to spectrum scanning. More
detailed results are included inPaper 1
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2.4 Discriminant Analysis Based Blind Spectrum Sensing

A technique relying on discriminant analysis to detect the harmonic components in a mea-
sured power spectra is proposed in [23] which is extended inPaper 2andPaper 3so that it
can be used for spectrum sensing in cognitive radio applications. This extended technique
is referred to as spectrum discriminator. Moreover,Paper 3, the spectrum discriminator is
used to peel-off PUs with different transmission powers.

The main philosophy of discriminant analysis i.e. to partition a set of data in two groups
such that the groups are maximally separated under the constraint that the variance within
each group is as small as possible, can be expressed under Gaussian noise assumptions in
a statistical testing framework as follows

T 2 =

(

ÂI
x − ÂJ

x

)2

σ̂2
I (|I| − 1) + σ̂2

J(|J | − 1)
(|I| + |J | − 2). (2.6)

This is a Fisher’s quadratic discriminant [36], in which thevariablesI andJ represent the
classified signal and noise lines sets respectively.ÂI

x represents the mean amplitude of the
spectral lines classified as signal in the received set of spectral lines,x. ÂJ

x represents the
mean amplitude of the classified noise lines.|I| and|J | represent the sizes of the sets,I
andJ . Finally, σ̂2

I andσ̂2
J are the respective variances of the amplitudes of the classified

signal and noise lines. The objective of the discriminant analysis is to maximize (2.6).
Therefore the set of frequency bins of signal linesI and of noise linesJ should be chosen
in such a way that the numerator or distance between the groupmeans is maximized, and
the denominator or the group variances is minimized. A binary grid search is used to come
to the correct discrimination height.

Magnitudes of the Signal and Noise Power

The magnitudes of the signal and noise power are estimated in[23] as follows. If the noise
spectrum is assumed to be white, the estimate of the noise power for noise frequency lines
k ∈ J is

Ŝn(jwk) =
1

|J |
∑

k∈J

(Ax(k))2. (2.7)

Since the maximum likelihood for the signal component is notavailable, the Method of
Moments estimator in [37] is used to estimate the signal amplitude fork ∈ I

|Ĝd(k)| =

√

A2
k(k) − Ŝn(jwk). (2.8)

Probabilistic Validation of the Detected Spectral Lines

In order to assess the quality of the classification, we compute the probability of mis-
classification. This can be done by studying the probabilitydistribution of the amplitude
measurementsAx(k). The amplitude measurementsAx(k) can be represented by:
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Ax(k) = |Gd(k) + Nd(k)|, (2.9)

whereGd(k) andNd(k) are the discrete Fourier coefficients at frequency bink of the signal
and noise, respectively. The variableNd(k) is complex circular Gaussian distributed with
zero mean and varianceSn(jwk). Thus, the distribution of the amplitudeAx(k) is equal
to

Ax(k)
△

= Rice(|Gd(k)|, 1

2
Sn(jwk)). (2.10)

To introduce the probability of misclassification,A∗(k) is denoted to be the random vari-
able describing the amplitude measurement at frequencyk which follows a Rice distri-
bution with parameters(|Gd(k)|, (1

2 )Sn(jwk)) for signal lines and(0, (1
2 )Sn(jwk)) for

noise lines. Hence, the probability of misclassification isgiven by

π(k) =

{

p(A∗(k) > Ax(k)|k /∈ I)
p(A∗(k) < Ax(k)|k ∈ I),

(2.11)

wherep(A∗(k) > Ax(k)|k /∈ I) is the probability thatA∗(k) can be larger than the
observed amplitude measurementAx(k) while k is a noise line. As a result, the linek
is incorrectly classified as a signal line.p(A∗(k) < Ax(k)|k ∈ I) is the probability that
A∗(k) can be smaller than the observed amplitude measurementAx(k) while k is a signal
line. Thus, the linek is incorrectly classified as a noise line. Based on the natureof k, the
values in (2.8) and (2.9) are used to compute the probabilities in (2.11). The probabilities
of misclassification can be computed as

π(k) =

{

1 − FRice(0, 1

2
Ŝn(jwk))(Ax(k))

FRice(Ĝd(k), 1

2
Ŝ(jwk))(Ax(k),

(2.12)

whereFRice denotes the cumulative distribution function of the Rice distribution. The
discriminant analysis method has some interesting advantages: it is fully automatic, with
no user interaction; it provides an estimate of the amplitude spectrum of signal and noise;
and it provides a user-friendly and simple validation.

Spectrum Discriminator

Figure 2.5a illustrates the discrimination height for a spectrum contains noise and a signal
of 10 dB SNR. After specifying the discrimination height, the average energy inside the
band of interest can be calculated. If this calculated average exceeds the average energy
of the spectral lines in the noise group (i.e. the lower group) one assumes that a PU signal
is present. A problem arises when only noise is applied to thetest statistic. Since the
noise is not absolutely flat, a discrimination height will still be selected and two groups
discriminated as depicted in Figure 2.5b. To overcome this problem two solutions are
suggested: defining a noise uncertainty and probabilistic validation.
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Figure 2.5: Discrimination height (dash-red) for (a)10 dB SNR signal and (b) noise only
signal.

Defining a Noise Uncertainty Approach

This solution copes with the limitation of the spectrum discriminator when noise only is
received by setting a noise uncertainty value,δ, which reflects the upper bound for the
noise energy that can be reached above it estimated valueŜn(jwk) calculated using (2.7).
Accordingly, a detection threshold,Ψ, is defined as

Ψ = Ŝn(jwk) + δ. (2.13)

In order to detect a PU signal inside a specific band, one needsto consider all the spectral
lines falling into that band. consequently, averaging the energy for all spectral lines inside
the band under sensing is taken as a metric to declare existence or absence of a PU signal.
Hence, if the band to be sensed consists of spectral lines having indices betweena andb,
then the detector decision will be

r(t) →







1
b−a

b
∑

k=a

(Ax(k))2 ≤ Ψ H0

Otherwise H1.

(2.14)

Probabilistic Validation Approach

The probabilistic validation for signal and noise spectrallines feature can be used to over-
come the problem of having a discrimination height even though noise only is received as
follows. Let us define the probability of misclassification for the signal lines to beπ(k)line

which is written as

π(k)line = p(A∗(k) < Ax(k)|k ∈ I) = FRice(Ĝd(k), 1

2
Ŝ(jwk))(Ax(k)), (2.15)
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thenθ is defined as

θ = µ(π(k)line) + 2σ(π(k)line), (2.16)

whereµ(.) is the mean value,σ(.) is the standard deviation and2σ(.) is the95% uncer-
tainty bound under the assumption that the Rician distribution of π(k)line can be approxi-
mated as a Gaussian distribution. Accordingly,Ω(k) can be defined as

Ω(k) =







1 Ax(k) > θ
0.5 Ax(k) = θ
0 Ax(k) < θ.

(2.17)

Ω(k) determines which lines to be discarded from the signal groupdue to the high probabil-
ity of misclassifying them. The next step of the detection procedure is to do hard decision
by counting the number of spectral lines which are classifiedas signal lines without high
risk. Therefore, the detection decision will be

r(t) →







b
∑

k=a

Ω(k) < (b−a)
2 H0

Otherwise H1.

(2.18)

Measurements

The performance of the spectrum discriminator has been compared with the performance of
the MMEVD in terms of the probability of detection, the probability of false alarm and the
complexity which is measured in sensing time. For this comparisons, some measurements
have been carried out. The RF front-end of the SU receiver is assumed to have a flat
selectivity curve over the entire bandwidth of the receivedsignal, i.e. no filtering effects
are to be dealt with. For the measurements, the setup shown inFigure 2.3 is used. A
WCDMA like signal occupying a bandwidth of5 MHz of a total width of20 MHz is
generated in a the PC. The rest of the20 MHz is a white Gaussian process representing the
noise. The generated signal SNR is changed by adjusting bothsignal and noise powers.
The generated signal is uploaded to the vector signal generator. The center frequency of
the signal generator is chosen at500 MHz. Both spectrum discriminator and MMEVD are
frequency independant techniques, however, the500 MHz is chosen because it lies in the
terrestrial TV broadcasting band which is one of the most likely PUs to adopt CR [38,39].
An R&S FSQ26 vector signal analyser is connected to the signal generator to act as a
receiver. The received signal by the signal analyser is sentto the PC and recorded for
further analysis.

Figure 2.6 shows the measured probability of detection for both techniques. For the
spectrum discriminator with the noise uncertainty approach, increasing the noise uncer-
tainty valueδ decreases the detector performance in terms of the probability of detection,
pd, as shown in Figure 2.6. This is due to the fact that more signals will be detected as
’noise only’ signals when the noise margin becomes wider. For the spectrum discriminator
with probabilistic approach, the probability of detectionis better than the probability of
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detection for the spectrum discriminator with noise uncertainty approach when the noise
uncertainty value,δ exceeds0.75 dB. For the MMEVD, Figure 2.6 shows that increas-
ing either the number of collected samples,Ns, or the smoothing factor,L, increases the
probability of detection. The probability of false alarm isto be traded off with the proba-
bility of detection as shown and explained inPaper 2andPaper 3. Moreover, the results
concerning the measured sensing time with detailed analysis are included inPaper 3.
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Figure 2.6: Measurements results for the probability of detection for the spectrum discrimi-
nator and the MMEVD. SD(NU): spectrum discriminator with noise uncertainty approach,
SD(PV): spectrum discriminator with probabilistic validation approach.

Peeling-off PUs From a Sensed Spectrum

Assume that the sensed spectrum contains two PUs, one with a very large magnitude or
SNR and another with a very small SNR. Or in other words, a big difference exists between
the magnitude of the strongest PU and the weakest PU. The spectrum discriminator will
then consider the weakest PU as noise and will no longer be able to detect it. This is due
to the fact that the discriminant analysis method only partitions the spectral lines in two
groups. Either the data falls in the noise group or in the signal group. As a result, the
weak PU falls wrongfully in the noise group. In this section,the discriminant analysis
method will be extended with a peel-off technique that allows detecting all primary users
based on an iterative algorithm. One by one the primary userswill be detected. By using
the probability of misclassification one can develop a suitable stopping criterion for the
iterative algorithm.

Iterative Algorithm

In (2.12), the probability of misclassification,π(k)noise, of the noise lines has been defined
as
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Figure 2.7: Iterative peel-off of the PUs signals.

π(k)noise = p(A∗(k) > Ax(k)|k /∈ I). (2.19)

Equation 2.19 represents the probability that a line is wrongly detected as a signal line
instead of a noise line. When analyzing this probability of misclassification for every line,
one will see that as expected the spectral lines belong to PUspresent in the spectrum will
have a very low probability of misclassification. Based on this observation an iterative
algorithm is developed.

In each iterationπ(k)noise of all spectral lines is computed. Those lines for which
π(k)noise < φ are considered to be PU signal lines and the rest are noise lines and ac-
cordingly spectrum discriminator can be applied.φ is a user-defined threshold that sets the
sensitivity of the detection method. The largerφ, the higher the probability that noise lines
are wrongly classified as signal, and hence unreal primary users will be detected. If the
thresholdφ is chosen too small then the algorithm will no longer be able to detect those
PUs with a very small SNR. In fact,φ is a measure for how much confidence one has in
the discriminant analysis. After each iteration, those signal lines for whichπ(k)noise < φ
are removed from the spectrum. In the next iteration step, the detection algorithm is then
again applied on the remaining spectral lines until all PUs are detected.

The iterative algorithm is stopped when no lines are left over that satisfy the condition
π(k)noise < φ . Hence, the thresholdφ also determines the stopping condition of the
iteration loop, or in other words, the sensitivity to very small primary users. If the iteration
procedure is stopped too early, the small primary users willnot be detected. If the iteration
stops too late, unreal primary users will be detected. Hence, the choice of the thresholdφ
is critical.
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The performance of the peel-off technique is verified with measurements. At first,
the need for the peeling-off technique is demonstrated whenfour signals with different
SNRs exist in the sensed spectrum. Secondly, the peeling-off performance is illustrated
through the achieved probability of detection,pd, for the weaker signal when two signals
are present in the spectrum under sensing.

The measured spectrum consists of10000 spectral lines. Four WCDMA like primary
signals of1000 spectral lines each are present. The SNR of the primary signals are re-
spectively20, 15, 10 and5 dB. This measured spectrum is then analyzed by means of the
iterative peeling-off detector. After each iteration, oneprimary user is detected depending
on its SNR. Figure 2.7 shows the discrimination heights of the different iteration steps. If
a spectrum discriminator without the peel-off technique isused for the same signal, then
the signal with the SNR of20 dB will be detected and the rest will fall wrongfully in the
noise group as depicted in Figure2.8.

Furthermore, to evaluate the performance of the peeling-off technique, two signals have
been placed in the sensed spectrum. The first signal has a fixedSNR of10 dB while the
second signal SNR, has been stepped from0 to 10 dB with a step of1 dB. The probability
of detection,pd, for the second (i.e. weaker) signal is measured by peeling-off the PUs
using different values ofφ. In Figure 2.9 the measurements show that the probability of
detection,pd, for the weaker signal increases when the value ofφ increases. However,
increasingφ would increase the probability of false alarm,pfa, as explained inPaper 3.
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Figure 2.8: Spectrum discrimination without peeling- off.
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Figure 2.9: The probability of detection,pd, for the weaker signal with and without
peeling-off. With peeling-off the probabilities of detection for different values ofφ are
shown. The SNR for the first (stronger) signal is10 dB.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, two studies regarding blind spectrum sensing have been carried out. At first,
the possibility off sub-band spectrum scanning with MMEVD is addressed with the aid of
frequency domain rectangular filtering which is found to be possible. Secondly, a new
blind spectrum sensing technique named spectrum discriminator based on discriminant
analysis is developed and implemented. Spectrum discriminator has been used to peel off
multiple PUs with different received power in a wideband spectrum.



Chapter 3

Sensing and Periodic Sensing Times
Optimization

3.1 Background

To perform spectrum sensing, a received signal having a specific number of symbols is
processed with a specific spectrum sensing technique. The length of this number of sym-
bols gathered from the received signal in time domain is referred to as the sensing time.
The sensing time impacts the performance of the spectrum sensing technique in terms of
the sensing quality. Moreover, the process of sensing mightbe needed to periodically per-
formed in a period called periodic sensing interval. The periodic sensing interval affects
the ability of the detector to grasp the spectrum opportunities and the actual ability of uti-
lizing those opportunities. If we consider optimizing the values of the sensing time and the
periodic sensing interval for each channel in the PU spectrum, then the objective would
be achieving as high detector performance and opportunities utilization in that channel as
possible. For a multi channels system, this objective will still remain the same with a differ-
ent interpretation for opportunities utilization where itreflects the utilization for the whole
available opportunities in all channels instead of each channel individually. In this context,
one may optimize the sensing time or the periodic sensing interval for a single channel
or a multi channels system, besides, both can be mutually optimized in both cases. This
chapter discusses two contributions related to sensing time and periodic sensing interval(s)
optimization. At first, how to mutually optimize the sensingtime and periodic sensing
interval for an energy detector with a novel approach described in Section 3.3. Secondly,
optimization of the periodic sensing intervals in a multi-channels system is investigated in
this chapter in Section 3.4.

3.2 Literature Review

In [40] the authors proposed a sensing time optimization andchannels ordering approach
based on maximizing the SU throughput. On top of what has beendone in [40], the authors
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of [41] included a penalty term in the SU reward function, this penalty term compensate for
the sensing quality in terms of the probability of miss detection which is the probability of
miss detecting the PU signal when it exists. In [34] the sensing time and periodic sensing
intervals are optimized concerning mitigating the interference with the PU and maximizing
the transmission efficiency. Optimizing the sensing time aiming at minimizing the energy
consumption in a cooperative sensing framework is exploredin [35]. In [42] adaptation of
periodic sensing intervals in a multi-channels system is introduced.

3.3 Mutual Optimization for Sensing Time and Periodic Sensing
Interval

In this section, a new approach for optimizing the sensing time and periodic sensing in-
terval for energy detectors is proposed. The optimization of the sensing time depends on
maximizing the summation of the probability of right detection and transmission efficiency,
while the optimization of periodic sensing interval is subjected to maximizing the summa-
tion of transmission efficiency and captured opportunities. Since the optimum sensing time
and periodic sensing interval are dependent on each other, an iterative approach to optimize
them mutually is proposed and a convergence criterion is devised. In addition, the prob-
ability of detection, probability of false alarm, probability of right detection, transmission
efficiency and captured opportunities are taken as performance metrics for the detector and
evaluated for various values of channel utilization factorand SNR.

System Model and the Proposed Optimization Algorithm

For a detector which performs energy detection over a bandwidthW , the detector collects
N samples in a sensing timets interval, squares, sums them up and finally compares the
resultant output with a threshold equivalent to the system noise floor to test PU presence
as explained in Section 1.2. If a PU signal exists then the channel state is ON, otherwise it
is OFF. In [42] the primary channel is modeled as an alternating ON/OFF Markov process
corresponding to the primary system activity. The ON and OFFperiods are assumed to be
exponentially distributed with means ofα andβ seconds, respectively. Consequently, the
channel utilization factoru, is defined as the fraction of time during which the channel is
being utilized by its PU,u can be expressed as

u =
α

α + β
. (3.1)

Let us to consider the probability of false alarm,pfa, and the probability of detection,
pd, defined and explained in Section 2.3. For energy detector,pfa andpd are obtained
using (3.2) and (3.3) below [34,35]

pfa =
β

α + β
Q

(

ρ − 2tsWσ2
n

2
√

tsWσ2
n

)

, (3.2)
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pd =
α

α + β
Q

(

ρ − 2tsW (γ + 1)σ2
n

2
√

tsW (γ + 1)σ2
n

)

, (3.3)

where
Q is the Q function representing the CDF of a Gaussian random process.
ρ is the detection threshold.
W is the bandwidth of the received signal (i.e. after filteringif there is any).
σ2

n is the noise variance.
γ is the received signal SNR.

According to the best of our knowledge, the extensive work done in energy detection
assumes a fixed value ofpfa and subsequently the detection threshold,ρ is calculated as in
(3.4).

ρ = 2
√

tsWσ2
nQ

−1

(

(α + β)pfa

β

)

+ 2tsWσ2
n. (3.4)

whereQ−1 is the inverse Q function.
In the proposed optimization approach, the aim is to minimize pfa and maximizepd

simultaneously; it is important to note that these two processes are contradictory with
respect tots. Therefore, an optimization solution to evaluate the optimum value ofts

is needed. This optimization is accomplished by introducing a new performance metric
named the probability of right detectionprd which represents the probability of detection
with no false alarms. Statistically,prd is calculated using (3.5).

prd = pd(1 − pfa) (3.5)

For illustration purposes, let us to assume a hypothetical channel, call itchhypo with the
following arbitrary parameters:α = 2s,β = 3s andW = 1 MHz. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
impact ofts onpfa, pd andprd when energy detection is done over channelchhypo.

In addition to the sensing when communications is needed, the SU may be required to
check for the existence of PU signal periodically for one of two reasons. Firstly, if proactive
sensing is adopted, in this case, the channels are sensed periodically and the available
channels are ranked according to their channel utilizationfactor in order to minimize the
idle channel search delay [43]. Secondly, if the primary system resumes transmission
without broadcasting any information, that is, there is no beacon signal to notify the SU
about the primary system resuming being active. Thus, the primary system reappearance
check is done just via periodic sensing.

Regardless of the reason behind periodic sensing, the periodic time interval,Tp, affects
both the transmission efficiency and the unexplored opportunities, these parameters are
described below.

The transmission efficiency,η, is a measure of the realized opportunities utilization
which is defined as the ratio between time the SU spends on transmitting/receiving data
and the time spent on transmitting/receiving and sensing,η is expressed as
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Figure 3.1: The impact ofts onpfa, pd andprd for channelchhypo.

η =
Tp

Tp + ts
. (3.6)

Higherη means better opportunities utilization. The average ofη andprd is taken as an
objective function to be maximized. Consequently, the optimumts which is referred to as
t∗
s calculation formula can be driven as

t∗
s = argmax

ts

{0.5 × (η + prd)}. (3.7)

Figure 3.2 illustrates the change of the detection probability prd, transmission effi-
ciencyη, and their average for channelchhypo whereTp is taken as350 ms. The figure
reflects how to findt∗

s driven from the optimum objective function.
An additional performance metric affected byT p is the unexplored opportunities,

UOP , [43]. UOP is the portion of time during which the SU misses to utilize the detected
opportunities due to that it needs to perform the periodic sensing. Figure 3.3 demonstrates
the concept ofUOP . UOP can be calculated as

UOP =
β

α + β

(

1 +
1

αTp
e−αTp − 1

)

. (3.8)

Using the aboveUOP definition, the captured opportunities(COP ) can be defined
as the portion of time during which the free spectrum is utilized by the SU and can be
expressed as

COP = 1 − UOP. (3.9)
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Figure 3.3: Example of unexplored opportunities(UOP ) and sensing overhead(SSOH)
in a two channels system.
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IncreasingTp would increaseη, however, it would decreaseCOP and vice versa.
Therefore, the optimization ofTp can be accomplished by merging (3.6) and (3.9) and
findingT ∗

P as the optimumTp defined by

T ∗
p = argmax

Tp

{0.5(η + COP )} (3.10)

where0.5(η + COP ) is the objective function to be maximized.
Figure 3.4 shows the impact ofTp on COP , η and the objective function for channel

chhypo assuming a constant value ofts of 30 ms. As the figure demonstrates, Increasing
Tp let η to increase but at the same time it makesCOP to decrease. However, there is a
maximum value of the objective function as the figure shows.

Equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.10) show that botht∗
s andT ∗

p are both influenced byη
which itself depends onts andTp. Thus, in order to solve this optimization problem we
propose an iterative calculation oft∗

s andT ∗
P by starting from an arbitrary value for one

of them and stop when they converge. Table 3.1 is the optimization algorithm followed to
mutually iteratively optimizets andTp.

Simulations

The simulations are performed under the assumption that thePU activity is stationary and
the channels parametersα andβ are perfectly estimated. One estimation method forα and
β is the maximum likeli-hood estimator (MLE) used in [43]. Moreover, it is assumed that
the time needed to perform the mathematical calculations for the detection is neglected
compared to the capturing the samples time,ts, hence, the sensing and decision making
regarding the availability of the channel are done withints.
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Figure. 3.5 shows the values ofts obtained at each iteration for different values of
mean ON periods,α, and mean OFF periods,β, starting from an arbitrary value of10 ms
for ts. In contrast to Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 shows the values ofTp obtained iteratively
for different values ofα andβ. Both Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show thatts andTp go
up when the channel utilization by its PU goes up. InPaper 4 more simulations results
for the performance metrics which have been investigated for different values of channel
parameters,α andβ at different values ofγ.
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Figure 3.5: Obtained Optimal sensing times,ts, with the iteration

Table 3.1: The iterative algorithm for calculatingts andTp.

1. Note the values ofα, β, W , σn andγ.

2. Generate a vector ofpfa values.

3. Start with arbitrary values forts andTp.

4. Calculate theρ vector according to (3.4).

5. Calculatepd andprd vectors using (3.3) and (3.5).

6. Calculateη using (3.6).

7. Calculatecop using (3.9).

8. Calculatets(i + 1) = t∗
s(i) using(3.7).

9. CalculateTp(i + 1) = T ∗
p (i) using(3.10).

10. Iteratively repeat 5-9 untilt∗
s andT ∗

p are converged.
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Figure 3.6: Obtained Optimal Periodic sensing intervalsTp with the iteration

3.4 Periodic Sensing Interval Optimization and Adaptationin a
Multi Channels System

In Section 3.3 the sensing time and the periodic sensing interval have been optimized for
a single channel. For the periodic sensing interval the optimization is done in order to
maximize the average of captured opportunities,COP , and transmission efficiency,η. In a
multi-channels system, the optimization in done aiming at utilizing the available spectrum
on the whole sharing system (i.e. all channels) as much as possible. In that context, a
new performance metric can be defined, that is spectrum utilization factor (SUF). SUF
is defined as the ratio of the time during which spectrum opportunities are captured and
utilized in sending/receiving data. Therefore, SUF, is thefraction of time during which the
channels are free of use by their PUs excluding the UOP and thetime spent on sensing
assuming that SU can perform one task at a time, either sensing or transmitting/receiving.
Moreover, sensing overhead on channeli, (SSOHi) is defined as the time during which
sending/receiving data on channeli is interrupted due to sensing another channel. To drive
a mathematical expression for sensing overhead, couple of assumptions are dealt with. At
first, it is assumed that in case there exist simultaneous opportunities on multiple channels,
SU can assign them simultaneously to one or more data links using a technique such as Non
Contiguous Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (NC-OFDM) [44]. The second
assumption is that each SU performs consistent transmission which means there always
exists an outgoing/incoming packet from/to any SU. Those two assumptions assure that all
captured opportunities are utilized. Taking these assumptions into considerationSSOHi

can be derived as:
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SSOHi = (1 − ui − UOP i)

C
∑

j=1,j 6=i

(

(ui + UOP i)
tj
s

T j
p

)

, (3.11)

where all the quantities are indexed withi or j to denote channeli or j. C is the total
number of channels in the system.

Figure 3.3 depicts the idea of sensing overhead with unexplored opportunities for a2
channels radio system. The periodic sensing intervals vector can be optimized by minimiz-
ing the summation of sensing overhead and unexplored opportunities in the whole system
using

T ∗
p = argmin

Tp

{

C
∑

i=1

SSOHi + UOP i

}

, (3.12)

Channels Parameters Estimation

In Section 3.3, it has been assumed that the channels parameters are perfectly known, how-
ever, these parameters are needed to be estimated. The channel utilization factor,ui can be
estimated using batch mean method [45]. This can be done by collectingN i

s symbols form
channeli, (si

1, si
2, ..., sNi

s
). where each symbol takes one of two possible values based on

the sensing outcome,1 if the channel is ON or0 if the channel is OFF. Accordingly, the
estimated channel utilization factor̂ui is

ûi =
1

N i
s

Ni
s

∑

k=1

si
k (3.13)

To estimateαi andβi, we can estimate one of them and then estimate the other knowing
ûi. Suppose we estimateαi at first, for that, the MLE is an appropriate estimator sinceαi is
a mean value for an exponentially distributed random process [46]. Assume there isN i

ON

ON periods among theN i
s collected symbols each with a length ofLi

n, (n = 1, 2, ..., N i
ON)

then we can apply the MLE to estimateαi as

α̂i =
1

N i
ON

Ni
ON
∑

n=1

Li
n. (3.14)

After estimatingui andαi, β can be estimated as

β̂i = α̂i

(

1 − ûi

ûi

)

. (3.15)

The optimization procedure is based on updating the periodic sensing interval for each
channels according to (3.12) and keep adapting them one after another. The whole opti-
mization procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The whole procedure for optimization and adaptation of the periodic sensing
intervals in a multi channel system.

Simulations

The simulated system is an arbitrary system with5 channels having different values ofα
andβ as shown in Table 3.2. The sensing time is assumed to be20 for all channels.

Table 3.2: Channels parameters.

Channeli αi(s) βi(s)

Channel1 5.00 1.00

Channel2 2.50 1.25

Channel3 1.67 0.50

Channel4 1.25 0.75

Channel5 1.00 0.60

As results of this work, the adapted sensing intervals for different channels with differ-
ent utilization factors have been investigated. Furthermore, the achievedSUF is obtained
when periodic sensing interval are adapted and when they arenot as shown in Figure 3.8.
The figure concludes that with adapted sensing periods mode better and more consistent
SUF is achieved compared to the non adapted mode. More explanation on the theoretical
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aspects, simulated network parameters and obtained results from this work are reported in
Paper 5.
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Figure 3.8:SUF in adapted and non-adapted periodic sensing intervals.

3.5 Conclusion

To summarize, in this chapter, a novel approach for energy detector sensing time and peri-
odic sensing interval has been explored, formulated and simulated. The approach is devel-
oped aiming at maximizing the detector performance in termsof the probability of right
detection, the transmission efficiency and the captured opportunities. The PU channel is
modeled as ON/OFF alternating Markov process with exponentially distributed length of
the ON and OFF periods.

For a multi channels system, the periodic sensing intervalsfor the different channels are
optimized and adapted in order to achieve as best utilization as possible for the available
spectrum in all channels. This best utilization is made by minimizing the interruption on
communication caused by sensing and the unexplored opportunities.





Chapter 4

Spectrum Opportunities in Radar and
TV Broadcasting Bands

4.1 Background

The geolocations databases based spectrum opportunities introduced in Chapter 1, Section
1.2 are suitable when the PU usage pattern is fixed or vary slowly [47]. The TV broad-
casting and the radar systems usage patterns are fixed over time, hence, they are potential
PUs to adopt the geo-locations databases for spectrum opportunities. This is - of course -
after taking into the consideration the inefficient use of the spectrum assigned for the TV
broadcasting and radar systems. The methodology followed in this chapter for building the
geo-locations database for spectrum opportunities is a PU interference tolerance based.

For PU interference tolerance driven spectrum opportunities, the secondary access to
the band reserved for that PU is feasible as long as no harmfulinterference is generated
by the SUs to the PU [48]. Therefore, specifying the acceptable or harmless interference
is a fundamental task in the context of DSA feasibility. As the concern of this chap-
ter, the acceptable interference to the radar and the Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial
(DVB-T) systems is considered. For the radar systems the maximum permissible interfer-
ence is determined by the value of the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) limit as it will be
more explained in Section 4.3. For the DVB-T system the minimum acceptable signal-
to-interference ratio (SIR) determines the maximum allowed interference as explained in
Subsection 4.4. Besides the interference from the SUs to theTV reception, The TV sig-
nal on the active channels may interfere with the SUs signalswhen utilizing the vacant
channels as it will be further explained in Section 4.4.

In this chapter two studies regarding the spectrum opportunities in TV broadcasting
and radar bands are presented. The first one is an investigation of the available spectrum
opportunities in radar bands in frequency and spatial domains where three radars bands are
considered in this study, namely, L,S and C band. The second work is composed of two
parts. The first part addresses the power assignment issue for SUs working in TVWS. The
second part is an experimental evaluation of the interference from the TV channels to the
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vacant channels in the TV broadcasting band.

4.2 Literature Review

Concerning the ability of spectrum sharing with the radar systems, the authors of [49]
defined four spatial regions for this spectrum sharing, namely non interfering detectable
region, non interfering non detectable region, interfering detectable region and interfering
non detectable region. For the non interfering detectable region, the radar signal is de-
tectable but the SU cause no harmful interference, in this region blocking secondary trans-
mission in radar spectrum is safe if other opportunities areavailable. The non interfering
non detectable region is the safe region for SU operation. Inthe interfering detectable re-
gion the secondary transmission is completely forbidden. The interfering non detectable
region is the most dangerous region as the radar signal is notdetectable and SU opera-
tion would cause harmful interference to the radar, hence, this region should be avoided
to fall in to in system design. In [50, 51] secondry operationin metro logical radar band
is stated to be feasible with the use of dynamic frequency selection (DFS) where the SUs
should hop within multiple channels to mitigate the interference they would generate to the
radar system. In [52] the impact of secondary access to the air traffic control radars on the
radars is investigated. In [53] the feasibility of secondary access to the aeronautical band
is studied. Experimentally, the degradation on radar imagery caused by WLAN operation
is measured in [54].

For the TVWS, a huge attention in research as well as industryis being paid to the
usage of terrestrial TV broadcasting band for secondary access, one of the most relevant
studies to interference constrains based spectrum opportunities, is the experimental work
carried out and reported in [55].

4.3 Operation of SUs in Radar Bands Feasibility

Huge portion of spectrum is assigned for radars. Never the less, the most feasible radar
bands for the SUs to utilize are: L band lies between 960-1400MHz, S band lies between
2.7-3.4 GHz and C band lies between 5.255-5.850 GHz for the reasons mentioned below.
Firstly,in the spectrum assigned for the radar at lower bands such as VHF and UHF the
offered bandwidth may not be wide enough to handle the SUs requirements which are
expected to be short range high data rates systems. On the other side, the higher bands
beyond L, S and C bands are suitable for fixed point-to-point or back-hauling communi-
cation. In this kind of systems, directional antennas can beused, however, SUs are most
probably equipped with omni-directional antennas-due to the expected applications of cog-
nitive radio networks and L, S and C bands have suitable propagation behaviour for this.
Furthermore, the cost and power consumption of the radio technology increases with the
increase of the operating frequency which makes it more costly for the SUs to operate in
the higher radar bands beyond L, S and C bands. Additionally,the technical characteris-
tics and communication entities structure of the current existing unlicensed systems fit the
operating frequencies of the old ISM bands around 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Those
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Figure 4.1: Radar - SU coexistence mutual impact.

ISM bands are closer to L, S and C radar bands frequencies. Therefore, less changes in
these unlicensed systems which are likely to be the future CRSUs will be needed with L,
S and C bands. Finally, in [56] the authors conclude that based on secondary device trans-
mission power and radiation considerations L and S radar bands would offer significant
opportunities compared to the other bands which are themselves relatively congested.

Determining Spectrum Opportunities Methodology

A link budget formula is needed in order to estimate the minimum required separation
spatial distance between the radar system and the coexisting SU. The minimum separa-
tion distance is dependant on the carriers separation between the two systems. The main
concern of calculating the two system separation distance is that the radar performance
will not be degraded. The maximum permissible interferenceis determined by theINR
requirements as

Imax = INR + N, (4.1)

whereImax is the maximum permissible interfering signal level andN is the radar inher-
ited noise level calculated over its bandwidth.
SU interferes with both transmitted radar pulses and scattered back signals from the tar-
get as in Figure 4.1 which illustrates the overall system when a SU coexists with a radar
system. The interference from the SU to the radar system is out of the focus of this section.

In order to quantify the interference that SU will generate,and therefore, to determine
whether the SU can operate on the frequency band occupied by the radar located at a
specific distance from the radar, a link budget formula is introduced in [57] as

I(d, BW ) = PS + GS + GR + LT + LR + LP (d) − FDR(BW ), (4.2)

where
I is the peak power of the SU signal at the radar receiver input.
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BW is the bandwidth of the SU falls inside the radar band.
d is the separation distance between the SU and the radar receiver.
PS is the transmission power of the SU.
GS andGR are the antennas gains of the SU and the radar in the directionof each other.
LS andLR are the SU and the radar insertion loss respectively.
LP is the propagation loss between the radar and the SU antennaswhich is separation dis-
tance,d, dependant.
FDR is the frequency dependant rejection produced by the receiver RF selectivity curve
on SU signal spectra [58].

Simulations

The following radar specifications in terms of radar type andoperating frequency are ap-
plied in the simulation

• Aeronautical radio navigation radar operates at 1250 MHz.

• Air traffic control radar operates at 2725 MHz.

• Airborn weather radar operates at 5500 MHz.

The simulated SU system is a WiFi-like system. For the L band Hata propagation model
is used while Longley Rice model is used for the S and C bands [59].

Figure 4.2 shows the minimum distance for coexistence of SUswith the L, S and C
simulated radar band system for different adjacent channels. Figure 4.2 is generated from
the detailed results shown inPaper 6 for the interference generated by the SU at different
distances from the radar with different carriers. As Figure4.2 illustrates, C band offers
spectrum opportunities closer to the radar antenna compared with S band which comes
before the L band concerning the closeness of the offered spectrum opportunities to the
radar. Moreover, the figure shows that beyond the first adjacent channel, the coexistence
of the SUs with the radars is possible in less than1.6 km for all simulated radars.

For the future continuation of this work, the rotation of theradars is to be considered in
finding spectrum opportunities. Moreover, the aggregate interference from multiple SUs is
to be studied.

4.4 Power Assignment for TVWS Secondary Users

DVB-T is the most likely the first PU that will be used for DSA [38, 39]. The main mo-
tivation behind the attention being given to the DVB-T systems as PUs to adopt DSA is
the fixed usage pattern and the low utilization of the band assigned for them. DVB-T as
a PU will be considered in this section and the issue of power assignment to SUs will
be addressed. The maximum allowed power density for SUs is obtained considering TV
reception interference tolerance. Moreover, the aggregate interference from multiple SUs
is considered. A case study of the area served by a TV tower located at Gävle, Sweden
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Figure 4.2: Minimum distances from the radar receiver to theSU to occupykth adjacent
channel for the radar channel.

is considered where the received signal power for each active TV channel at each point
is obtained by simulation. The interference from the TV transmitter that would affect the
secondary users is measured to assure the possibility of operation of secondary systems in
TV white space.

Secondary Access to the TVWS

The UHF frequencies between470 and862 MHz are assigned for terrestrial TV broad-
casting. This band is divided into49 channels,8 MHz width each. Inside the8 MHz,
0.4 MHz is deducted and divided evenly between the channel upperand lower sides as
guard bands. The channels are indexed from21 to 69 with center frequencies equal to
(474 + (i − 21) ∗ 8) MHz wherei is the channel index [60]. Among these49 channels, a
specific number of channels is used for each transmitter. Thechannel assignment is done
such that the mutual interference among the transmitters isilluminated as much as pos-
sible. As a case study, in Gävle area, six TV channels in UHF band are used, those are
channels24, 27, 30, 32, 46 and50. The free of use channels in each location (i.e TVWS)
are capable for SUs operation. The IEEE working group802.22 is working on wireless
regional area networks (WRAN) and they are working towards standardization of SUs ac-
cess to the TVWS [61]. Figure 4.3 demonstrates the basic model for SUs access to the
TVWS.

TV Interference Tolerance Model

The aggregate interference coming from multiple SUs into channeln defined asItotal can
be calculated as
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Figure 4.3: Secondary access to the TVWS model.

Itotal =
K
∑

k=1

Ik,m+n, (4.3)

whereK is the total number of interferes,Ik,m+n is the interference injected by the inter-
fererk occupying channelm + n. To assure a certain level of the TV reception quality the
value of the SIR should be kept over a specific limit,γ, then we should satisfy

ST V

Itotal
≥ γ, (4.4)

whereST V is the received TV signal power. inserting (4.3) into (4.4) and going for the
logarithmic domain would result in

(

K
∑

k=1

Ik,m+n

)

≤ ST V − γ, (4.5)

where all the quantities are in dB.
If we could determine the number of interferers and compensate for that as an interference
margin for aggregate interference,χ, then the maximum allowed transmission power for
each SU can be driven as

Ik,m+n ≤ ST V − γ − χ. (4.6)

The interference coming from all adjacent channels can be referred to the co-channel
interference by knowing the adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) of themth adjacent
channel,ζm, for the TV receiver, this can be written as.

Ik,m+n = Ik,n + ζm. (4.7)
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From (4.7) and (4.6), the permissible transmission power for a SU occupying channel
m + n, call it P sm+n, can be calculated as

P sm+n = ST V − γ − χ + ζm. (4.8)

To build up a database for a specific area, we need to divide that area into pixels. Hence,
(4.8) is rewritten as

P sm+n(x, y) = ST V (x, y) − γ − χ + ζm, (4.9)

where(x, y) denote the location for the furthest point inside each pixelto count for the
worst case.

Obtaining the Model Parameters

The TV interference tolerance model expressed mathematically in (4.9) parametrises the
TV interference tolerance database based spectrum opportunities, hence, to apply the model
the parameters in (4.9) needed to be obtained. At first, the received TV signal power over
its coverage area is obtained using SPLAT! simulation tool.

SPALT!

SPALT! is a powerful terrestrial RF signal propagation, loss, and terrain analysis tool for
the spectrum between20 MHz and20 GHz. [62]. SPLAT! uses Longley Rice propagation
model [63] and terrain data which is available online at [62]. The results from SPALT! for
TV received power for channel24 as a sample are shown in Figure 4.4. The used pixel size
is 1 km * 1 km.

Obtaining γ, χ and ACPR

According to [64] the value ofγ is 25 dB. For the value ofχ, the worst case scenario is
considered where all the TVWSs are occupied by SUs. The ACPR values,ζ, for the TV
receiver are obtained from the measurement campaign reported in [65].

Model Preliminary Results and Remaining Challenges

The maximum allowed transmission power spectral density (in dBm/Hz) for the SUs for
three channels: first, second and further aparted adjacent channel to channel24 is obtained
as in Figure 4.5. As the figure shows, operating closer to the TV transmitter would allow
the SU to transmit with higher power spectral density. However, this is traded off with
the interference coming from the TV transmitter as it will beshown in Section 4.5. Fur-
thermore, the further the free channel from the active TV channel, the higher the allowed
power spectral density for the SU.

The remaining challenges for this work is to find how to estimate the path loss from the
SUs to the TV receivers instead of taking the worst case scenario and assume it to be0 dB.
Moreover, how to estimate the statistical SU distribution pattern is needed to be answered.
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Figure 4.4: SPLAT! results for the received signal power forchannel24 [dBm] as a func-
tion of the TV receiver location.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum allowed transmission power density [dBm/Hz] for a SU in channels
25, 35 and48 respectively (from left to right).

4.5 Interference from TV Transmitter to SUs

An extensive work has been done to model and measure the interference from white space
devices (WSD) into the TV active channels such as the research done in [66]. However, the
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interference between WSD and TV channels is mutual and from WSD point of view this
issue arises more when we come closer to the TV tower due to thehigh TV transmission
power which leads to a considerable impact of out of band radiation (spectrum leakage)
of TV OFDM signal and inter-modulation products. Adjacent channel interference is due
to imperfections in the transmitter. Especially, non-linearities in the power amplifier will
result in a leakage into the adjacent channel. Moreover, thenon-linearities will also cause
intermodulation distortion which appears in the frequenciesfIM calculated by

fIM = |(i)f2 + (j)f1|, (4.10)

wheref1 andf2 are all possible combinations of the TV channels,i,j = ±(0, 1, 2, 3, ...)
are integers, such as|i| + |j| ≥ 1. Even order intermodulation (that is|i| + |j| is even)
will fall outside the frequency range. Odd order intermodulation will decrease as|i| + |j|
increases. Highest impact will be from|i| + |j| = 3, which is denoted IM3. In the case of
the TV transmitter in Gävle, the IM3 products are in the following channels:21, 22, 28,
33, 34, 36, 37, 40, 42, 54, 60, 62, 65 and68.

Both spectral leakage and IM-products are not covered by simulations with SPLAT!.
Thus, an empirical model is needed to be developed and accordingly measurements in
different locations have been carried out.

Measurements

Measurements are done at6 different locations in Gävle, Sweden marked asL1 − L6 . For
L1 the measurements are done outdoor only while for the other locations the measurements
are done both indoor and outdoor. The map in Figure 4.6 shows those locations of the
measurements and the data of the locations are given in Table4.1.

Table 4.1: Measurements Locations

Location Description GPS coordinates

L1 Next to the TV transmitter antenna 60.6400 N, 17.1322 E

L2 In a supermarket 60.6417 N, 17.1428 E

L3 In the City centre 60.6734 N, 17.1395 E

L4 In a school 60.6689 N, 17.1514 E

L5 In an apartment 60.6904 N, 17.1198 E

L6 At University of Gävle 60.6692 N, 17.1210 E

Figure 4.7 shows the measurement setup which consists of: anantenna to capture the
signal in the UHF TV broadcasting band, a spectrum analyser to evaluate the signal cap-
tured by the antenna, a PC to control the spectrum analyzer and to save the measurements
data. In Table 4.2 are the equipments and parameters used during the measurements.
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Figure 4.6: Measurements locations.

Figure 4.7: Measurements setup.

Measurements Procedure

For each measurement location (both indoor and outdoor) fivemeasurements have been
carried out as follows:
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Table 4.2: Equipments and measurements parameters

Equipment/Parameters Type/Value
Antenna R&S HE200 (RF Module 2)
Spectrum Analyser Anritsu MT8221B BTSMaster
Centre Frequency 666 MHZ
Span 400 MHZ
Resolution Bandwidth (RBW) 400 KHz
Preamplifier On
Input Attenuation 0 dB
Detector RMS
Sweeptime (SWT) 840 ms

1. The spectrum on the whole TV broadcasting band has been captured.

2. The power in channels24 − 33 is measured.

3. Power in Channel35 (randomly picked up) is measured and taken as a reference
value for the noise floor all over the band. Channel35 is chosen since it is neither an
adjacent channel for one of the utilized channel by the TV transmitter nor a channel
where IM3 exists.

4. Adjacent channel interference is measured on the first adjacent channels for the TV
channels, i.e. the spectrum leakage from each TV channel to its first adjacent chan-
nels.

5. The received power on the channels where IM3 exists is measured.

Measurements Results

Measured results for all outdoor locations are presented inFigure 4.9. Some of the IM3
channels are pointed out. In Fig. 4.8 is a sample of the measured spectrum in channel30
in locationL2 (outdoor) where the noise floor and the channel boundaries are shown, ac-
cordingly, the amount of injected interference from this channel into its adjacent channels,
channels29 and31 can be observed. For each location the measured received power on
channels29 and30 above the noise floor have been recorded as in Table 4.3. Moreover, in
Table 4.3 the received power on channel37 (IM3 channel) for all measurement locations
are presented.

Discussion

From the results in Table 4.3 it can be concluded that both thespectrum leakage and the
Intermodulation products impacts seriously for outdoor operation. Moreover their im-
pact increases when the WSD operates closer to the TV transmitter. Consequently, the
WSDs occupying first adjacent channels for active TV channels or those channels where
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Figure 4.8: Measured spectrum of channel30 at locationL2. The leaked power from
channel30 into its adjacent channels is observed.

Table 4.3: Measured power on channels29, 31 and37 above the noise floor in the mea-
surements locations (in dBm).

Measurement Location Channel29 Channel31 Channel37
L1 11.27 11.8 5.58
L2 outdoor 3.91 7.32 6.21
L2 indoor 1.01 0.20 0.33
L3 outdoor 5.90 6.38 3.82
L3 indoor 0.45 0.12 0.50
L4 outdoor 4.76 10.53 4.12
L4 indoor 0.29 0.44 0.20
L5 outdoor 2.10 1.32 7.49
L5 indoor 0.68 0.71 0.00
L6 outdoor 6.05 1.96 4.74
L6 indoor 1.76 2.85 0.31

intermodulation products exist should compensate for thiseffects. Increasing WSD trans-
mission power can overcome the problem; however, protecting the TV transmission from
harmful interference is a severe consideration [65].
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Chapter 5

Conclusions & Suggestions for Future
Work

There has been increasing lack of resources in terms of radiospectrum to handle the re-
cent enormously growing demand for wireless data traffic. One promising solution for this
spectrum shortage is to open up some frequency bands for secondary access under cogni-
tive radio and dynamic spectrum access framework. This thesis contributes in the area of
the dynamic spectrum access by means of studying related topics to th methods of finding
the free of use frequency bands and utilize them opportunistically which then contributes
in making the dynamic spectrum access omnipresent.

In this thesis, three different topics in the field of cognitive radio based in dynamic
spectrum access have been studied: blind spectrum sensing,sensing time and periodic
sensing interval optimization and finally the geo-locations spectrum opportunities in radars
and terrestrial TV broadcasting bands. Below are the concluding remarks withdrawn from
the study carried out in this thesis in each of those topics. Moreover, the limitations and
recommendations for future work in each topic are presented.

5.1 Blind Spectrum Sensing

Cognitive radio devices are expected to be capable to operate in different bands and dif-
ferent environments. Hence, finding spectrum opportunities by means of spectrum sensing
independently of the characteristics of the PU signal that might be present and the noise
background level is necessary. This type of spectrum sensing is called blind spectrum
sensing.

In this thesis, a technique for spectrum scanning with the maximum minimum eigen-
values detector has been proposed. The technique is developed to overcome the impact of
ordinary filtering in time domain on the maximum minimum eigenvalues detection. With
the filtering in time domain, a white Gaussian noise is coloured by the filter and accord-
ingly it does not have a flat spectrum any more which makes it tobe detected as a signal.
The proposed solution is to do the filtering in the frequency domain by applying a rectan-

51
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gular window which picks up the spectral lines inside the band under sensing and throw
away the rest, by that, white Gaussian noise will still have the same properties of having
flat spectrum inside that band. This proposed technique has been implemented and exper-
imentally tested. The experimental results show that the proposed technique outperforms
the energy detector with normal filtering in terms of the probability of detection for the
used parameters.

Furthermore, as the most significant contribution of this thesis, a blind spectrum sens-
ing technique based on discriminate analysis called spectrum discriminator has been devel-
oped and introduced. The spectrum discriminator is based ondiscriminant analysis which
will still be able to discriminate two sets of spectral lineseven when noise only is applied.
To overcome this limitation of discriminant analysis, two approaches has been used: defin-
ing noise uncertainty margin and using probabilistic validation. A comparative study has
been carried out between the spectrum discriminator and themaximum-minimum eigen-
values detector.

The choice between using the spectrum discriminator and themaximum-minimum
eigenvalue detector strongly depends on the cognitive radio application. Furthermore, one
needs to take into account the requirements of the application to optimally set the parame-
ters (such as the noise uncertainty value) in order to obtainthe most appropriate trade-off
between the probability of detection and the probability offalse alarm. Concerning the
complexity of the compared spectrum sensing techniques which is measured by the sensing
time, it has been shown that the noise uncertainty approach is faster than the probabilistic
validation. Moreover, the spectrum discriminator is faster than the maximum-minimum
eigenvalue detection for the all measured parameters.

Moreover, to be able to deal with spectra that contains many PU signals with different
SNRs, the spectrum discriminator has been used as a basis fora peeling off technique. The
measurements have shown that using the peeling-off technique leads to higher probabilities
of detection for the weak signals inside the sensed spectrum.

The main limitation for the maximum-minimum eigenvalues detection and the spec-
trum discriminator is that there should always exist noise only signal for both techniques
to work. For wideband detection, this can be overcome by having the guard bands in
between the channels. However, for the noise-like signals such as CDMA signals both
techniques fail if the signal occupies the full band under sensing. An interesting future ex-
tension for this part would be finding a solution when these noise-like signals are applied
to maximum minimum eigenvalues detector or spectrum discriminator.

5.2 Sensing and Periodic Sensing Times Optimization

The energy detector performance depends on many parameters, among them is the time
spent on sensing which is called sensing time and the time interval between each two
consecutive sensing occasions which is called periodic sensing interval.

In this thesis, a new approach to optimize the sensing time and periodic sensing inter-
val built upon maximizing the probability of right detection, transmission efficiency and
captured opportunities has been proposed, mathematicallyformulated and simulated. The
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probability of right detection is defined as the probabilityof detecting the existing signals
with no false alarm. According to the simulation results, optimization of sensing time and
periodic sensing interval is doable subjected to maximizing the probability of right detec-
tion, transmission efficiency and captured opportunities.As both the optimum sensing time
and optimum periodic sensing interval are dependent on eachother, an iterative approach
is used to optimize both of them mutually. The simulation results show that both optimal
sensing time and optimal periodic sensing interval increase with the increase of the chan-
nel utilization factor. In order to evaluate the detector performance, the probability of false
alarm, the probability of detection, the probability of right detection, the transmission effi-
ciency and the captured opportunities have been consideredas performance metrics which
were all found to be channel utilization factor and SNR dependant with different trends.

Moreover, the periodic sensing intervals are optimized andadapted in a multi chan-
nel system where the spectrum utilization factor is taken asa performance metric. The
spectrum utilization factor is defined as the portion of the available free spectrum all over
the sharing system that the SUs can utilize. The optimization procedure is based on mini-
mizing the unexplored opportunities and the sensing overhead for the whole system. The
simulation results show that a system with optimized periodic sensing intervals achieve
higher spectrum utilization factor than a system with stationary periodic sensing intervals.

For future work on this topic, more complicated systems are recommended to be inves-
tigated, mainly, non stationary channels where some sort ofadaptation is needed; more-
over, how to estimate the channels parameters is of a great importance. Finally, optimizing
both the sensing times and periodic sensing intervals for a multi channel systems is needed
to fulfil the whole topic.

5.3 Spectrum Opportunities in Radar and TV Broadcasting Bands

Interference tolerance driven spectrum opportunities is amethodology for building a geo-
location database for spectrum opportunities. This methodology is based on allowing sec-
ondary operation as long as the interference caused by it is below a certain limit specified
by the primary user requirements. Two primary users are considered in this thesis for in-
terference tolerance driven spectrum opportunities database: Radar systems and terrestrial
TV broadcasting systems.

For radar systems, the interference limit at the radar receiver is determined by the INR
value, hence the possibility of spectrum sharing with the radar by the secondary systems is
subjected to this INR value and consequently to the spatial separation, transmit power of
the secondary system and the RF separation. The obtained results show that investigated
radar bands can be put in a descending order as C, S and L in the term of the closeness of
the spectrum opportunities to the radar system when same secondary transmission param-
eters are used. Following the same methodology for spectrumopportunities determination
described in this thesis, a geo-location database containing the spectrum opportunities in
radar bands can be built as a function of the location and available channels at that location
to assist the secondary systems finding free spectrum.
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The work carried out in this thesis considered co-channel and adjacent channel interfer-
ence generated by a single interferer and no cumulative effects are considered for multiple
interferers. For future continuation, it is recommended tostudy the aggregate interference
from multiple secondary users. Moreover, there is a limitation regarding the propagation
models used for radar signals. This limitation is due to thatall the propagation models
found in the literature are applicable for distances less than20 km.

For the terrestrial TV broadcasting (i.e. TVWS), a model to determine the maximum
allowed transmission power density for secondary users working in TVWS has been ex-
plored. A case study of the area served by a TV transmitter located in Gävle, Sweden is
taken to apply the model where the TV signal received power inthat area is obtained using
SPLAT! software and accordingly the maximum permissible transmission power density
for secondary users at each point is calculated. Furthermore, the interference in a form of
leakage and intermodulation that the TV transmitter would inject into the secondary users
is measured in six different locations.

Here it can noted that since there are already measurements done, they can be used to
verify the obtained results from the simulations, however,the measurements are not yet
sufficient for verification, hence, it could be an interesting future direction of this work to
perform more measurements and use the to verify the SPLAT! outcomes.

To complete this work, The secondary users distribution is needed to be considered
to have appropriate estimation of the aggregate interference that would affect the TV re-
ception. Besides, the geometry of the coexisting environment which will determine the
path loss between the secondary user and the TV antenna is to be investigated. Further-
more, investigating the achievable secondary users communication figures of merit such
as the throughputs would be more valuable than just looking into the maximum allowed
transmission power.

More widely, for geo-locations spectrum opportunities databases, the coexistence be-
tween primary and secondary users has been considered in this thesis, however, different
types of secondary users with different characteristics would access the primary users spec-
trum, hence, the impact of the inter-system interference among those secondary users on
their communication quality and on the availability of the spectrum opportunities is an
important topic to be addressed in the future.
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